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Abstract
Detecting salient parts in text using natural language processing has been widely used to mitigate the effects of
information overflow. Nevertheless, most of the datasets available for this task are derived mainly from academic
publications. We introduce SPACE-IDEAS, a dataset for salient information detection from innovation ideas related
to the Space domain. The text in SPACE-IDEAS varies greatly and includes informal, technical, academic and
business-oriented writing styles. In addition to a manually annotated dataset we release an extended version that is
annotated using a large generative language model. We train different sentence and sequential sentence classifiers,
and show that the automatically annotated dataset can be leveraged using multitask learning to train better classifiers.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the number of research and inno-
vation content has grown substantially (Krenn et al.,
2023). Open source publications, digital publica-
tions, and preprints servers have contributed to this
growth. Detecting salient fragments of text con-
tributes to mitigate information overload, helping
readers to focus on the most important parts.

Detecting salient parts in text has been tackled
as a sequential sentence classification task, where
sentences are categorized into their respective
roles considering that the label of each sentence
is related to the surrounding sentences (Jin and
Szolovits, 2018). Typically, sequential sentence
classifiers are trained using supervised learning
(Gonçalves et al., 2019; Jin and Szolovits, 2018;
Yamada et al., 2020; Cohan et al., 2019).

Annotated datasets to train sequential sentence
classifiers are mostly focused on the scholarly com-
munication domain. For example the CSAbtruct
dataset (Cohan et al., 2019) includes abstracts from
computer science publications, the Scim dataset
(Fok et al., 2023) contains full publications from
NLP conferences, and PubMed RCT (Dernoncourt
and Lee, 2017) and NICTA (Kim et al., 2011) are
centered on the biomedical domain.

In this paper we introduce SPACE-IDEAS: a
Dataset for Salient Information Detection in Space
Innovation. SPACE-IDEAS is manually annotated
following a methodology that ensures high qual-
ity annotations. Additionally, we release SPACE-
IDEAS+, a larger dataset annotated with assistance
of OpenAI’s gpt-3.5-turbo. We use the same set of
instructions and examples provided to human an-
notators when prompting the generative language
model. The percentage of agreement between
gpt-3.5-turbo annotations and gold annotations is

reasonably close to the initial agreement between
human annotators as shown in our quality analysis.

SPACE-IDEAS differs in several aspects to ex-
isting datasets. It covers the Space domain, which
was not previously included in any dataset. More-
over the text comes from public ideas in the Open
Space Innovation Platform OSIP1. Although ideas
may look similar to abstracts since they are both
brief overviews of a longer document, they are
very different. Academic abstracts summarize com-
pleted research, adhering to academic conventions
and catering to formal writing. In contrast, ideas
pitch a project or innovation not implemented yet,
often with a non formal nor academic writing style.

Along the dataset we contribute a baseline classi-
fier that we trained on top of a pre-trained language
model using multitask learning. We rely on the
approach presented in (Cohan et al., 2019) for se-
quential sentence classification since it allows us
to easily plug in, fine-tune, and test state of the
art transformers. We test different transfer learn-
ing techniques (Hedderich et al., 2021) to leverage
training data in SPACE-IDEAS and SPACE-IDEAS+
datasets. The datasets and code to reproduce our
experiments are publicly available.2

2. Related work

Datasets for role sentence classification (table 1)
contain academic abstracts and full papers cover-
ing domains such as biomedicine (PMD-RCT (Der-
noncourt and Lee, 2017) and NICTA-PIBOSO (Kim
et al., 2011)), computer science (CSAbstruct (Co-
han et al., 2019), CS-Abstracts (Gonçalves et al.,
2019), scim (Fok et al., 2023), and Dr Inventor

1https://ideas.esa.int
2https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE

-IDEAS

https://ideas.esa.int
https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE-IDEAS
https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE-IDEAS
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Figure 1: Example annotations of salient sentences
in an Idea submitted to OSIP

(Fisas et al., 2015)). Others are multidisciplinary,
like Emerald 100k (Stead et al., 2019), MAZEA
(Dayrell et al., 2012), and ART/CoreSC (Liakata
et al., 2010).

A common architecture for sequential sentence
classification consists of hierarchical encoders of
words and sentences to contextualize sentence rep-
resentations (Jin and Szolovits, 2018; Shang et al.,
2021; Brack et al., 2021), and an output layer to
predict the labels. Others, like Cohan et al. (2019)
use BERT to leverage contextualized representa-
tions of all words in all sentences. The output layer
is often a SoftMax classifier (Cohan et al., 2019;
Gonçalves et al., 2019) or a conditional random
field (CRF) layer (Dernoncourt and Lee, 2017; Ya-
mada et al., 2020) to consider the interdependence
between labels.

3. SPACE-IDEAS Dataset

In collaboration with the OSIP team, we have iden-
tified the following roles that sentences serve in
ideas: Challenge, Proposal, Elaboration, Benefits,
and Context. Typically, an idea addresses a chal-
lenge in a particular context and proposes a solu-
tion which is the core of the idea. The solution is
then elaborated and its benefits made explicit (see
fig. 1).

To create the dataset, we gather a random sam-
ple of 176 ideas from the Open Space Innovation
Platform (OSIP) that are marked as not confidential
by their authors. The dataset contains 1733 sen-
tences and 49420 words. On average an idea has
9.8 sentences with a standard deviation of 3.8.

The annotation process has two stages. In the
first stage, each annotator labels a set of ideas. We
make sure each idea is annotated by two annota-
tors. In the second stage, we identify the disagree-
ments among annotators and arrange meetings
between pairs of annotators so that they can agree
on the final annotations.

We engage six annotators, all of whom are univer-
sity graduates with prior experience in annotation
processes. We hand each annotator the annotation
guidelines3 that define the goals of the annotation
process, the labels to annotate the sentences, and
three exemplary ideas completely annotated. We
meet with each annotator to discuss the annota-
tion guidelines, solve any doubt, and explain how
to use label studio4, the tool supporting the anno-
tation process. In the first annotation stage each
annotator labels 60 ideas approximately

After the first stage, the percentage of agree-
ment among annotators is 0.65 and Cohen's kappa
coefficient, which measures inter-rater agreement
considering the possibility of the agreement oc-
curring by chance, is 0.56. Disagreements were
settled in the second stage. In other words, the
dataset’s final annotations are the result of agree-
ment between two annotators. In total each anno-
tator spent 8 hours approximately annotating ideas
and 4 additional hours in bilateral meetings solving
disagreements.

3.1. SPACE-IDEAS+
SPACE-IDEAS contains high-quality annotations
on a reduced number of ideas. Brack et al. (2021)
show that using transfer learning from semanti-
cally related tasks and datasets benefits sequential
sentence classifiers when limited training data is
available. Rather than using related datasets, we
annotate a larger set of ideas using a generative
large language model. We prompt5 the gpt-3.5-
turbo model 6 with the annotation guidelines that
we provide to the human annotators, including four
examples of ideas fully annotated. The prompt in-
structs the model to annotate each sentence by
appending a label at the end of each sentence.
Then we ask the model to annotate each idea fol-
lowing the guidelines and considering the exam-
ples provided. The final annotated dataset, that we
call SPACE-IDEAS+, contains all publicly available
ideas, totalling 1020 ideas and 9806 sentences.

3https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE
-IDEAS/blob/master/AnnotationGuidelines.
pdf

4https://labelstud.io/
5Prompt example: https://github.com/exper

tailab/SPACE-IDEAS/blob/master/chatgpt_p
rompt.md

6https://platform.openai.com/docs/api
-reference/chat

https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE-IDEAS/blob/master/AnnotationGuidelines.pdf
https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE-IDEAS/blob/master/AnnotationGuidelines.pdf
https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE-IDEAS/blob/master/AnnotationGuidelines.pdf
https://labelstud.io/
https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE-IDEAS/blob/master/chatgpt_prompt.md
https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE-IDEAS/blob/master/chatgpt_prompt.md
https://github.com/expertailab/SPACE-IDEAS/blob/master/chatgpt_prompt.md
https://platform.openai.com/docs/api-reference/chat
https://platform.openai.com/docs/api-reference/chat
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Dataset Domain Doc Type Instances Sentences Labels
SPACE-IDEAS Space Idea 176 1733 Challenge (12%), Proposal (14%), Elaboration (32%), Benefits (10%), Context (33%)

SPACE-IDEAS+ Space Idea 1020 9806 Challenge (17%), Proposal (20%), Elaboration (16%), Benefits (16%), Context (31%)
CSAbstruct Comp. Science Abstract 2189 4730 Background (33%), Objective (12%), Method (32%), Result (21%), Other (3%)

Scim NLP Full paper 3051 606K Objective (4%), Method (14%), Result (4%), Other (10%), Abstain (67%)
PMD-RCT Biomedical Abstract 20000 2.3M Background (33%), Objective (12%), Method (32%), Result (21%), Other (3%)

NICTA-PIBOSO Biomedical Abstract 1000 10379 Background (25%), Intervention (7%), Study (2%), Population (8%), Outcome (43%),
Other (15%)

CS-Abstracts Comp. Science Abstract 654 4730 Background, Objective, Methods, Results, Conclusions
Emerald 100k Management, Engin.,

Information Science
Abstract 103457 1050397 Purpose (19%), Design/methodology/approach (21%), Findings (26%),

Originality/value (18%), Social implications (0.002%), Practical implications (9%),
Research limitations/implications (7%)

MAZEA Physics, Engin.,
Life and Health Sci’s

Abstract 1335 13477 Background, Gap, Purpose, Method, Result, Conclusion

Dr. Inventor Comp. Graphics Full paper 40 10789 Background (16.32%), Approach (46.70%), Challenge (3.25%), Challenge_Goal (0.84%),
Challenge_Hypotesis (0.06%), Outcome (10.89%), Outcome_Contribution (2.03%),
Future Work (1.26%), Unspecified (7.04%), Sentence (11.61%)

ART/CoreSC Chemistry,
Comp. Ling.

Full paper 225 35040 Background, Motivation, Goal, Hypothesis, Object, Model, Method, Experiment,
Result, Observation, Conclusion

Table 1: Characterization of datasets for sentence classification including SPACE-IDEAS and SPACE-
IDEAS+. In round brackets the percentage of each label in the dataset as published.

We assess the quality of the generated dataset
by measuring the agreement between GPT anno-
tations and the human annotations we collected
in SPACE-IDEAS. The percentage of agreement
reached in the intersection of both datasets, which
includes all ideas in SPACE-IDEAS, is 0.5. While
the agreement is lower than what human anno-
tators achieved in the initial annotation stage, it
is significantly higher than the random annotation
probability of 0.2 given 5 possible labels. Moreover,
the agreement exceeds the probability of select-
ing the majority label which stands at 0.33, repre-
senting the prevalence of the ’Context’ label in the
SPACE-IDEAS dataset. Notably, the agreement
level remains within a reasonable range compared
to human agreement (0.65), which serves as the
upper bound of agreement.

3.2. Fields and label Distribution
To identify the knowledge fields in the dataset, we
train a text classifier relying on a RoBERTa model
(Liu et al., 2019) and a public corpus gathered from
the NASA Technical report server (NTRS)7, where
project descriptions are annotated with categories
describing the knowledge fields. These categories
are described in the NASA Scope and Subject Cat-
egory guide8, which is also publicly available.

In fig. 2 we show the distribution of knowledge
fields in SPACE-IDEAS and SPACE-IDEAS+. Both
datasets have similar distribution, with exception of
the Space Sciences field that is more represented
in SPACE-IDEAS+ and Math and Computer Sci-
ence that is more represented in SPACE-IDEAS.
Considering the label distribution shown in table 1,
we can observe that both datasets exhibit similar
label distributions, with differences of less than 6%
for most labels, except for the ’Elaboration’ label,

7https://ntrs.nasa.gov/
8https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/2000

0025197

where the difference rises to 16%. Despite such
difference, we show in our experiments that data
in SPACE-IDEAS+ contributes positively to learn
better classifiers.

Figure 2: Distribution of knowledge fields in the
SPACE-IDEAS datasets

3.3. Relation to existing datasets
In contrast to most of available datasets for sequen-
tial sentence classification centered in academic
publications, SPACE-IDEAS contains innovative
ideas in the space domain (see table 1). Ideas can
be written using informal, technical or business-
oriented language. Such variety of writing styles is
an additional challenge that our dataset introduces.
Moreover, SPACE-IDEAS includes four knowledge
fields within the space domain (Space Sciences,
Geosciences, Astronautics, Aeronautics) that are
not covered in any dataset. Considering the num-
ber of documents, while SPACE-IDEAS dataset
is relatively small, it is still larger than three other
datasets. Note that SPACE-IDEAS+ includes all
the public ideas in OSIP at the time of collection.

4. Detecting salient information

Salient information detection is a multi-class classi-
fication task where a sentence is only assigned one

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/20000025197
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/20000025197
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label. Given an idea description D consisting of k
sentences, the task is to assign a label li from a set
of n possible labels to each sentence in D. The set
of labels in SPACE-IDEAS is L = {Challenge, Pro-
posal, Elaboration, Benefits, Context}. We propose
the following baselines to address this task.

Single-sentence classifier. Following the usual
fine-tuning approach for text classification, we use
as aggregate sentence representation the final out-
put vector C ∈ RH for the first input token, where
H is the hidden size in the transformer. C is con-
nected to a softmax classification layer W ∈K×H ,
where K is the number of classes and cross-entropy
is the loss function.

Sequential Sentence Classification. While
single-sentence classification does not capture the
relations between sentences in the text, sequen-
tial sentence classification assigns a label to each
sentence simultaneously, making a better use of
context. The approach we are using, as outlined
by Cohan et al. (2019), involves a transformer en-
coder that jointly encodes and contextualizes all
sentences. Sentences in an idea are concatenated
using the separator token and fed into the trans-
former. We use as the sentence representation
the output vector Si ∈ RH corresponding to each
separator token. Each output vector Si is then con-
nected to an output classification layer.

Transfer learning. In addition, we use trans-
fer learning (Ruder et al., 2019) to leverage data
from SPACE-IDEAS and SPACE-IDEAS+. We ap-
ply sequential transfer learning by first fine-tuning a
pre-trained transformer model on the larger dataset,
SPACE-IDEAS+, and then fine-tune the same trans-
former model using SPACE-IDEAS. We also use
multi-task learning where several classifiers are
learned simultaneously. We add different classifica-
tion heads, one per dataset, on top of a pre-trained
transformer that acts as shared model. Brack et al.
(2021) show that for sequential sentence classifi-
cation multi-task learning is more effective in low
data scenarios than sequential transfer learning.

5. Experiments

We use RoBERTa large (Liu et al., 2019) as en-
coder in the classifiers. We use the output vector
for token <s> as the sequence aggregated repre-
sentation in single sentence classifiers, and out-
put vectors for separation tokens </s> as sentence
representations in sequential sentence classifiers.
We hold out 20% of the SPACE-IDEAS dataset
for testing. From the remaining 80%, we use 80%
for training and 20% for validation. When we use
SPACE-IDEAS+, we train on the whole dataset and
evaluate in the test set of SPACE-IDEAS. As evalu-
ation metric, we use micro F1-score and span-F1
(Yamada et al., 2020), which rather than evaluating

Classifier Context Dataset F1 Span-F1
Sent. SPACE-IDEAS 63.5 39.0
Sent. ✓ SPACE-IDEAS 71.1 47.9
Seq. Sent. SPACE-IDEAS 68.5 44.0
Sent. SPACE-IDEAS+ 57.5 39.0
Sent. ✓ SPACE-IDEAS+ 56.6 38.0
Seq. Sent. SPACE-IDEAS+ 58.2 39.6

Sequential Transfer
Sent. ✓ SPACE-IDEAS+ SPACE-IDEAS 70.2 44.6
Seq. Sent. SPACE-IDEAS+ SPACE-IDEAS 70.7 46.7

Multi-Task Transfer
Sent. ✓ SPACE-IDEAS+ SPACE-IDEAS 68.5 45.3
Seq. Sent. SPACE-IDEAS+ SPACE-IDEAS 72.6 50.0

Table 2: Evaluation results of different classifiers
trained on the SPACE-IDEAS and SPACE-IDEAS+
datasets

Predicted Value
Challenge Context Proposal Benefits Elaboration

Ac
tu

al
Va

lu
e Challenge 34 4 1 0 8

Context 15 70 3 1 20
Proposal 0 4 41 0 6
Benefits 0 0 1 22 10

Elaboration 4 8 6 3 90

Table 3: Confusion matrix of the sequential sen-
tence classifier trained using multi-task learning.

labeling at the sentence level, evaluates whether a
span of contiguous sentences is labeled correctly.

We train single-sentence classifiers with 2e-5
learning rate,9 batch size 2, and gradient accumu-
lation. When we use additional context, we append
the whole idea description to the input sentence
using the </s> token. To train sequential-sentence
classifiers,10 we use a learning rate of 1e-5, a batch
size of 1, and gradient accumulation. We train for a
maximum of 20 epochs, using early stopping with
a patience of 3 epochs. We train each classifier
three times and report the average metrics in table
2.

The best classifier was trained using SPACE-
IDEAS+ and SPACE-IDEAS in a multi-task learning
objective, reaching 72.6 F1-score and 50.0 span-
F1. The confusion matrix for such model in table
3 shows that the classifier learns to predict labels
Context, Proposal and Benefits with high precision,
and to a lesser extent Challenge and Elaboration,
which are confused with Context mainly. In ad-
dition, the classifier exhibits high recall for labels
Challenge, Proposal and Elaboration.

Surprisingly the single-sentence classifier using
only SPACE-IDEAS, where we append the context
to the input sentence, is the second best classifier.
Such classifier improves over the single sentence
classifier without using context on 8.9 points, and
the sequential sentence classifier on 3.9 points.

9Learning rate is adjusted using the validation set.
10https://github.com/UrszulaCzerwinska

/sequential_sentence_classification/tree
/allennlp2

https://github.com/UrszulaCzerwinska/sequential_sentence_classification/tree/allennlp2
https://github.com/UrszulaCzerwinska/sequential_sentence_classification/tree/allennlp2
https://github.com/UrszulaCzerwinska/sequential_sentence_classification/tree/allennlp2
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Moreover, sequential sentence classifiers improve
over single sentence classifiers when more training
data, combining both datasets, is available.

6. Conclusion

We present the SPACE-IDEAS dataset, which con-
sists of public ideas submitted to the Open Space
Innovation Platform hosted by the European Space
Agency, where sentences are manually annotated
with labels indicating their role in the text. We also
release a larger dataset (SPACE-IDEAS+) auto-
matically annotated using a generative approach.
SPACE-IDEAS is the first dataset for sequential
sentence classification covering knowledge fields
related to the space domain not previously covered
in any resource. We show through experimenta-
tion that leveraging both datasets to train classi-
fiers in a multi-task setting leads to higher perfor-
mance. A sequential sentence classifier trained
on SPACE-IDEAS is currently deployed to highlight
salient parts in the text of ideas submitted to OSIP.

7. Ethics Considerations

General ethics consideration applies to classifiers
trained and deployed using the SPACE-IDEAS
datasets including transparency and accountabil-
ity. Transparency is an issue if the classifier
does not provide explanations about the label as-
signed to a group of sentences, which is the case
of transformer-based classifiers as the ones pre-
sented in this paper. Transparency can be en-
hanced with good user documentation and the in-
tegration of explainability techniques. Moreover,
if a decision making process relies on the labels
assigned by classifier, then in case of an incorrect
decision there might be the question of who is ac-
countable. Accountability can be improved with the
definition of responsibilities, transparency reports
including classifier performance, and good docu-
mentation. Considering privacy, in SPACE-IDEAS
we only include text from ideas explicitly marked by
the authors as non-confidential.
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